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1. Why would you try new food?

   EA: Because you would think it was good.
   NB: Because I want to know if I like it.
   AB: Because I think it’s going to taste good. I wouldn’t try it if I thought it would taste bad.
   AC: Because I might like it. I actually like Spinach. I hated kiwi fruit but it’s still good that I tried it.
   JEC: To see if I like it. So I have more things to put in my lunch.
   JIC & SD: To see what it tastes like.
   EE: Because it could look yummy.
   AF: I forget. I tried a tomato but I didn’t like it.
   AHA: I think it might taste good.
   AHO: Because my mom asked me to. Because of its color. Because of its taste.
   BH: If it looks good.
   PJ: My mom tells me to. Because of how it looks.
   MM: I like to try new food.
   EM: I try it because I think I’ll like it.
   VM: I never did. Cause it looks good.
   CP: I wouldn’t try a new food.
   OP: I think it might be good.
   SR: Because I would want to know what it would taste like.
   BH: I like doing it.
   LS: I like trying new food. It’s fun.
   CS: I do it all the time. I love it.
   AW: Because I might like it.
   RW: I don’t know.

2. What makes you like a food?

   EA: Because it’s sweet.
   AB: If it’s hard or soft
   NB: If it tastes good,
   AC: When you are grown up you have less taste buds. But I think my little sister has less taste buds.
   JEC: Your taste buds.
   JIC: The different tastes on your tongue.
   SD: For it not to be too sweet and not too spicy.
   EE: Because it has meat in it or chocolate chips.
   AF: Maybe because I don’t know.
   AHA: The taste.
   AHO: My taste buds on my tongue.
BH: My tongue, the way it tastes.
PJ: Cause you have taste buds on your tongue.
MM: Because it tastes good.
EM: The look of it.
DM: Because they are good for my body.
VM: Its’ taste.
CP: Cause it tastes good.
OP: It’s good.
SR: Because it’s sweet and good.
BH: I don’t know.
SL: It looks good.
CS: The way it tastes.
AW: If it tastes good.
RW: The taste.

3. Where does bread come from?

EA: It comes from dough.
AB, AF, EM, RW: The bakery.
NB: From wheat. Wheat comes from wheat fields.
AC: Wheat. Flour is made from wheat.
JEC: Wheat. It gets grinded up.
JIC: The store gets it form the factory. From wheat.
SD: A Farm. The grain comes form the farm and they use the grain to make the bread.
EE, AHA, MM, DM, CP: The bread store.
AHO: A bread shop. They make it there.
BH: Flour
PJ: Wheat. They chop it down.
VM, OP: From the grocery store.
SR: A factory
BH: Wheat
LS: Grains
CS: Farmers
AW: Grain, seeds

4. How does bread happen?

EA: The dough gets harder and turns into a crust.
AB: You put eggs, flour, salt, sugar, and yeast.
NB: Start with the field of wheat. After it’s ripe you pick the wheat. Then you grind it. Put it in a machine and it makes it into bread. Then they pick it up and sell it at stores.
AC: I don’t know. Mash up the wheat to make flour, and then make the bread from the flour.
JEC: You put it in the oven and then it rises up because of the moisture.
JIC: You start with wheat. Then grind it. Then put flour and yeast and water in. Put it to rise for morning bread. Then they sell it.
SD: By putting the wheat into a machine, making it into dough and then you put the dough into the oven. It rises because there’s yeast in it.
EE: Dough, roll it, pat it, put it in a pan and cook it.
AF: They get some dough, then they put it in the oven.
AHA: You make it.
AHO: With dough. They have sugar. Clump it together and roll it, and pull it. Then they cook it.
BH: Put flour and oil together and sugar and bake it.
PJ: You bake it. Grind the wheat, cook it, and sell it.
MM, DM, CP, OP, BH, LS, RW: I don’t know.
EM: Cookbook, then they make it.
VM: It’s made by an animal.
SR: Happen to what? Because they cook it. They cook bread.
CS: Farmers make it.
AW: You have to make bread. Plant the seeds to make grain, then cook the grain to make bread. Also it’s made at a bread factory.